Unfortunately due to the constraints of time, it has not yet been possible to transcribe the Halstead war memorial plaques, which are located in the parish church of St. Margaret’s, Church Road, Halstead, Sevenoaks. We are very much indebted to Susan F. who is the most prolific contributor of the west Kent area photographs for inclusion on this site, for providing the Halstead war memorial plaques photographs which are shown here. As opposed to waiting until the transcriptions and additional information has been completed, it seemed sensible to add Susan’s photographs now, as by doing so, it will of course at least allow people to view the names of all the casualties who are commemorated on the memorial plaques. Although in need of more in-depth research, initial basic checking of various data sources would tent to indicate that not all of the Halstead natives and/or residents have in fact been commemorated on the war memorial plaques. When the transcriptions are eventually added, any or all of those casualties who are found to be not named on the plaques will also be added on this website.
TO THE GLORY OF GOD
AND IN HONOURED MEMORY OF THE FOLLOWING HALSTEAD MEN
WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES IN THE GREAT WAR 1914–1918

ROBERT D. BLUNDELL          FRANK ODD
WALTER T. BLUNDELL           ERNEST PARROTT
MAURICE BOWEN                 RONALD PEIRCE
HORACE BROOKS                 EDWARD WANSBURY
HARRY BUTLER                  STEPHEN WANSBURY
JOHN R. EDER                   GARNET S. WANSBURY
WILLIAM J. FLEMING           THOMAS J. WARD
THOMAS ODD                      HENRY W. WHITE

WILLIAM YARDLEY

TO THE GLORY OF GOD
AND IN HONOURED MEMORY OF THE MEN OF HALSTEAD
WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES IN THE WORLD WAR 1939–1945

ARTHUR ALLEN                 JAMES MALLINSON
LEONARD BOWYER               FREDERICK PARROTT
HENRY BRAY                    JOHN REID
NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN          ALBERT SAYERS
RICHARD DREW                DEREK SHARP
PETER ENDERSBY               PETER TUFFIELD
PETER FIELD                  FRANK VINCENT
DONALD FISH                 FRANK WALLIS
GEORGE FRY                     ROBERT WALLIS
C. EGERTON HALL             JAMES WARING
HENRY KITSON                 HAROLD WICKENDEN

CHARLES YOUNG
ALFRED PUXTY
JANE PUXTY
GEORGE PUXTY
DOROTHY PUXTY
NORAH PUXTY

DIED THROUGH
ENEMY ACTION
13TH FEBRUARY 1944